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SUMMARY
This bear-people conflict prevention plan provides direction and guidelines for staff to manage
for the presence of bears within parks and protected areas of British Columbia. The intent is to
define appropriate courses of action to minimize the probability of bear-people conflicts while
maintaining natural populations of grizzly and black bears throughout provincial protected areas.
The focus of the plan is on preventing conflicts from occurring by eliminating access to human
food and garbage, maintaining mutual respect and wariness between people and bears, and by
managing visitor activities in areas of high seasonal bear use. It describes management actions
for staff training, visitor information, facility location/design, food storage, garbage handling,
and response to situations involving bears.
The plan provides decision criteria to determine when a bear becomes a “problem bear”.
Procedures ranging from the least to the most severe management actions are given to ensure
that the causes, and not just the symptoms, of problems are treated. Guidelines on the appropriate
use of bear warnings, area closures, aversive conditioning, immobilization, translocation, and
destruction are given.
To ensure management actions meet plan objectives and are based on the best available
information, a monitoring and research program is an essential part of this plan. Staff roles and
responsibilities are clearly delineated to provide for consistent application and high priority of
the management plan.
Each region of the Environmental Stewardship Division will be responsible for implementing
this plan and for developing its own regional and park-specific Bear Emergency Plans in
response to any incidents involving human injury or death. The emergency plan(s) could be
park-specific or area-specific depending on the frequency of bear-people conflicts in the region.
Interagency cooperation, particularly with the local Conservation Officer(s) is essential for an
effective and coordinated approach to bear management in, and adjacent to, parks and protected
areas.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Many provincial protected areas1 in British Columbia contain important habitats for both grizzly
bears and black bears. At the same time, the opportunity to see a bear in its natural habitat
contributes significantly to most visitors’ enjoyment of a protected area. Howe ver, this
interaction can increase the potential for conflict and alter normal bear behaviour, as well as
affect use of habitat by bears, and all bears are capable of injuring people and damaging
property. These factors present a challenge to management when trying to maintain or conserve
bears as an integral component of the ecosystem while providing for reasonable public safety. As
recreational use of both frontcountry and backcountry areas continues to increase, so will the
potential for bear-people conflicts.
Bear-people incidents in and adjacent to provincial protected areas reinforce the need for an
organized prevention plan that addresses both public safety and bear conservation. This plan
provides direction and guidelines on management actions designed to:
1)

decrease the chances of bear-people conflicts from occurring (preventative management);

2)

respond to incidents using clear decision criteria to determine when action must be taken
against a bear (responsive management);

3)

monitor and research bear-people interactions to ensure management actions are based on
the best available information; and

4)

assign clear lines of responsibility to ensure the program consistently receives high priority.

2.0

OBJECTIVES

While appropriate management actions may vary among protected areas and among regions
depending on the specific circumstances of a bear-people incident, the following objectives are
common throughout this Bear-People Conflict Prevention Plan:
1)

to manage human presence with due consideration to the life requisites of bears and habitat
requirements and use by bears;

2)

to provide for the safety of park visitors and their property;

3)

to maintain the natural distribution, abundance and behaviour of grizzly and black bear
populations both within protected areas and across provincial landscapes as part of
provincial bear management objectives;

4)

to provide opportunities for visitors to understand, observe and appreciate bears while
discouraging the process of habituation and food conditioning among bears.

1

A glossary of terms is provided in Appendix 1.

1

Management objectives will differ between frontcountry and backcountry areas of protected
areas because each exhibit different types of bear-people problems. Management efforts in the
frontcountry should be directed at minimiz ing attractants and deterring bears from easily
accessible areas developed for high human use. By following a plan that proceeds from the least
to most severe management action, the causes of problems, not just the symptoms, can be
treated. Elimination of unnatural food sources and management of visitor use (education,
enforcement and area closures) should be tried before direct management of bears is required.
Management efforts in the backcountry should be directed primarily at altering the distribution
and activities of visitors rather than on taking actions against “problem bears”.
This conflict prevention plan is based on the format and some of the concepts used in similar
bear management plans prepared by the Alberta Department of Environmental Protection (1994)
and Waterton Lakes National Park (1998). It includes many of the essential elements suggested
by Taylor (1984) and the results of province-wide workshops within provincial parks in British
Columbia (McCrory et al. 1987).
3.0

PREVENTATIVE MAN AGEMENT

Preventative management focuses on preventing bear-people conflicts. Management programs
will give strong emphasis to prevention since, if it fails, the result is impact on the resource or
injury to people or damage to their property.
Preventative management includes staff training, visitor information and facility management
(location, design, food storage and garbage handling).
3.1

Staff Training

Staff in provincial protected areas who are regularly engaged in bear management, facility
mana gement, and recreation services in areas of known or potential bear hazards will receive
orientation in basic bear awareness and conflict prevention (Table 1). Staff should be familiar
with all aspects of this provincial Bear-People Conflict Prevention Pla n and the regional BearPeople Conflict Prevention Plan if one has been drawn up for their region. Contractors such as
Park Facility Operators (PFO) should be trained and may be required to do so in specific
situations. A training course on bear awareness has been developed as a one-day presentation.
The course, Bear Awareness Orientation, includes presentations on bear biology, ecology,
behaviour, species identification, causes and prevention of conflict, and this plan. Table 2 lists
videos that can be used as part of the training. The Pepper Spray Course is usually given to staff
at the same time as the Bear Awareness Orientation Course. This course provides staff with a
means of defense or deterrent in the event of an attack.
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Table 1. Bear management training requirements for protected area staff in British
Columbia.

PFO
Prevention
1. Generalized bear behaviour and safety
2. Causes and prevention of conflicts
3. Bear Monitoring Information System
4. Visitor Information and Management
Response
1. Familiarity with Regional Bear
Emergency Plan
2. Pepper spray
3. Aversive conditioning/deterrents
4. Trapping/translocating
5. Immobilizing 3
6. Destruction
7. Firearms Qualification

2
3

STAFF
Ranger
Area
Supervisor

Ecosystem
Officer

Time

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

1.5 hour
1 hour
<1 hour
1 hour

X

X

X

X

<1 hour

X
X2

X
Xa
Xa
Xa
Xa
Xa

X
X
X
Xa
X
X

X
X
X
Xa
X
X

1 hour
1 hour
1-2 hours
2-3 days
<1 hour
2 days

At the discretion of Regional Manager
Requires provincial certification and is only available to qualified ministry staff
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Further, specialized training is required for staff responding to bear-people conflicts (Table 1).
This includes qualification in the use of firearms and certification in immobilizing equipment
where needed. The Firearms Qualification Course is a requirement for any protected area staff
that are designated to use firearms. Depending on the availability of othe r qualified ministry staff
(e.g., Conservation Officer Service), specific training of protected area staff for bear
immobilization will be limited since bear handling is infrequent in most regions and is
potentially dangerous.
In protected areas where bear-people conflicts are particularly common, consideration may be
given to hiring seasonal staff dedicated to bear-people conflict management. In Denali National
Park, Alaska, “bear technicians” have been used successfully to help prevent, and immediately
respond to, bear problems in both frontcountry and backco untry areas, (Dalle-Molle et al. 1989).
To date, there has never been a bear-inflicted fatality in Denali National Park (A. Zuliani, pers.
commun., 2001). Waterton Lakes National Park also hires two seasonal staff to respond to bear
presence along roads to manage visitors and apply aversive conditioning to bears (R. Watt, pers.
commun., 2001).
3.2

Visitor Information

All visitors to protected areas in British Columbia must have the opportunity to be informed
regarding the presence of bears and how to behave to minimize the chances of conflict. Visitors
should realize that they are “visitors” in bear country, and behave accordingly. Signs, brochures,
or direct contact can be used to provide this information; current government policy requires that
web-based products will be the main source of information available to park users and
employees. Public safety and the welfare of bear populations ultimately depend on wellinformed visitors and conscientious behaviour of people. Most visitors to parks are interested in
bears and efforts should build on this interest. Information should enhance appreciation and
respect for bears, and motivate people to make the extra effort needed to minimize conflicts.
Providing adequate visitor information and education also ensures the ministry meets its
obligations in terms of public liability. Most litigation undertaken by victims of bear maulings
against Parks Canada and the U.S. National Park Service has been based on the claim that the
agency involved was negligent by not providing sufficient warning of the hazards of bears
(Taylor 1984).
All protected area staff and PFOs, where appropriate, must be sufficiently knowledgeable about
bears and protected area policies to be able to inform visitors about proper behaviour in relation
to bears. Information will attempt to address the following elements of bear-people conflict
prevention:
A.

Bear ecology and behaviour
• identification of bear species, sex/age class, bear foods, and bear sign;
• techniques to avoid bears in developed and backcountry areas;
• appropriate behaviour in case of an encounter, including proper use of pepper spray;
• causes of conflicts between bears and people;
• proper ways to store and handle food and dispose of garbage.
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B.

Management concerns emphasizing
• process of human habituation and food conditioning;
• consequences of feeding bears or failing to properly store food or dispose of garbage;
• that a small chance of dangerous or fatal encounter will always exist no matter how
careful you are;
• common sense, education and enforcement are most effective in minimizing hazards.

C.

Where and how to report bear observations.

D.

Where to obtain current information on local bear hazards.

A list of pamp hlets and other information media currently available is shown in Table 2.
The effectiveness of this type of information depends largely on the methods by which it is
distributed and how relevant it is to a particular audience or protected area. Simply passing along
information is often not sufficient; messages must be motivating and strongly worded to
accomplish a desired change in visitor behaviour. In Yosemite National Park, mandatory viewing
(for backcountry users) of the video “Forever Wild” was found to be the most effective
interpretive tool for preventing bear-people conflicts (Keay and Webb 1989). The video
described black bear ecology, identified the cause of bear-people conflicts and graphically
portrayed the impact of improper visitor behaviour which ultimately resulted in a bear’s death.
At Bowron Lake Provincial Park all users of the canoe circuit must watch the Ministry of Forests
Bear Aware video and another park specific video (by After Hours Video, CFJC – TV,
Kamloops) that re-emphasizes use of bear proof caches. Signing and displays on bear-related
regulations, bear behaviour and safety practices can be used as a major information source (G.
Davidson, pers. commun., 2001).
As messages and audiences may vary somewhat between regions and protected areas, so will the
most effective media vary. Communications planning is essential to identify the objective,
strategy (including target audience) and the best means of delivery of key messages to prevent
bear-people conflicts. As an example, specific communications strategies have been developed
for Liard River Hotsprings Provincial Park that consider many communication elements (signs,
interpretation program, satellite phones for rangers) (D. Roberts and P. Goetz, pers. commun.,
2001).
In areas where bear-people incidents have recently occurred or where an increased likelihood of
an incident is expected due to increased bear activity, warning signs will be posted at trailheads
and campgrounds to advise visitors of existing risks. In such areas, patrols by Park Rangers,
provision of information by PFOs, or intensive interpretation (where available) should be used to
help ensure that food is kept secure from bears and that any bear sightings are reported
immediately to protected area staff or the PFO. If public safety becomes an issue, the area will be
closed to all visitor use (see Section 4.2).
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Table 2. Public information and education media used in protected areas in British
Columbia to prevent bear-people conflicts.
Media type
Comments
1. Audio-visual
Staying Safe in Bear Country: a behavioural based
approach to reducing risk (2001)

Bear Aware (1993) and Bear Aware: a self-guided
training kit (1993)
BC Parks Bear Aware Orientation (1997)
Bear Attack: Encountering Grizzlies (1999)

Bear Attack: the Predatory Black Bear (1997)

Bears and Man (1974)

Bear Attacks: Their Causes and avoidance (1991)

Forever Wild (1991)
Bear Deterrence (1984)
Working in Bear Country: for industrial managers,
supervisors and workers (2001)

video about how to assess and react to bear encounters
and/or attacks , produced by the International
Association for Bear research and Management;
available from WLAP library, Victoria
videos produced by BC Ministry of Forests; available in
all regions
video clips of bears illustrating different behaviours;
available in all regions
a one-hour Discovery Channel video on grizzly
incidents and techniques to use during encounters;
available in all regions
a one-hour Discovery Channel video on bear attacks
across Canada (includes bear attack at Liard River);
available in all regions
a National Film Board movie discussing bear-people
conflicts and their causes; available from WLAP
library, Victoria
video: an interview with Stephen Herrero discussing his
book of the same title; available from WLAP library,
Victoria
video from Yosemite National Park; available from
WLAP library, Victoria
video produced by NWT Dept. of Renewable Resources;
available from WLAP library, Victoria
video produced by the International Association for Bear
research and Management; available from WLAP
library, Victoria

2. Pamphlets
Bears and Cougars
Safety Guide to Bears in the Wild
Safety Guide to Bears at Your Home
ATTENTION: You Are in Bear Country

Know the Bear Facts
BC Bear Facts
Warning: You are in Black Bear Country
Bears + Garbage = Danger

designed specifically for protected areas in 2000
produced by the Wildlife Branch4 to prevent bear-people
conflicts in wilderness areas
same as above for residential areas
designed specifically for South Tweedsmuir Provincial
Park to prevent careless food/garbage storage and
handling of fish remains
article included in the 1994 Visitor’s Guide to the Peace
Region
fact sheet produced by the Wildlife Branch as part of the
Be Bear Aware program
Parks Canada pamphlet
Wildlife Branch pamphlet designed for communities

3. Signage
Caution Bear
You are in Bear Country
A Fed Bear is a Dead Bear
Garbage Kills Bears
Be Bear Aware
Warning: Garbage Kills Bears

4

“double” bear sign updated 1993; wording may not be
strong enough in areas of known bear problems
same concern as above
used in Wells Gray Provincial Park and the Alaska
Highway to prevent careless feeding of bears
bumper sticker developed by Wildlife Branch
Wildlife Branch sticker about proper garbage and food
storage
sign for use inside protected area toilet buildings to
discourage visitors putting garbage in toilets

Wildlife Branch of the previous Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks.
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Visitors often bring dogs into parks, with the potential for unleashed dogs to provoke a bear into
chasing them back to their owner. Where dogs are allowed, they must remain on a leash at all
time s, and visitors should be discouraged from taking dogs into the backcountry.
3.3

Facility Planning and Management

3.3.1 Location/Design
Visitor use patterns should be managed to minimize the amount of overlap between areas with
high human use and areas with high seasonal bear use. This applies to the location of
frontcountry developments, layout of trail systems and location of backcountry campsites.
Bear hazard evaluations will be part of any impact assessment5 prior to locating new or
upgrading existing facilities to avoid inviting conflicts and continuing management problems.
Bear hazard evaluations include an assessment of the following factors (W. McCrory, pers.
commun., 2001):
• Bear habitat suitability;
• Bear travel or habitat corridor use;
• Presence of bear mark trees;
• Food availability, especially large mammal carcasses;
• Trail design, including noise, tread and visibility.
Habitat components of the evaluations can be based on interpretations from existing detailed
mapping such as Terrestrial Ecosystem Mapping (TEM) or Predictive Ecosystem Mapping
(PEM), or from detailed ground surveys of actual bear signs and bear foods. Evaluations have
been completed for a number of provincial protected areas and have provided recommendations
for relocating trails or facilities, where necessary, to avoid high-quality bear habitat. In areas
where TEM or PEM is completed, bear habitat evaluations should begin with simple suitability
assignments of seasonal habitat value. However, these initial evaluations should be followed up
with examination of patch (site)-specific values and an examination of habitat supply at the
landscape or home range level (T. Hamilton pers. commun., 2001).
A Decision-Support Model for bear hazard assessment (McCrory et al. 1999) has recently been
used in Yoho National Park, with the same method now being applied to Kakwa Provincial Park.
This is a GIS-based approach that evaluates both bear habitats and movements and park visitor
use and preferences. The method provides support to decision makers, requiring a large degree of
interaction with park managers.
Seasonal closures and openings of trails and campsites could be used to accommodate seasonal
cycles in bear habitat use (e.g., feeding on spawning salmon or berries). In areas with a
demonstrated history of bear-people conflicts, existing facilities or activities will be modified or
removed if they cannot be managed to ensure public safety or the welfare of local bear
populatio ns.

5

Refer to the BC Parks Impact Assessment Process manual (1999).
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Facilities can also be designed to help reduce encounters by making unnatural food sources
largely unavailable to bears. Separation of food storage, preparation and eating areas from other
areas will reduce the likelihood of bears being attracted to people’s sleeping areas or other
human-use areas. Improperly stored human food and garbage is most often the root cause of
bear-people conflicts and must be the focus of management actions to prevent these conflicts in
the long term.
Other unnatural food sources include palatable non-native grasses and forbs (e.g., clover, brome
grasses, dandelions) planted during road construction or other developments. Replacing these
non-native plants with non-bear foods may reduce the attractiveness of such development to
bears (Heuer 1993).
Permanent and portable electric fences have been used successfully as a deterrent to keep black
and grizzly bears out of backcountry campsites, guide camps, bee yards, garbage dumps, and
construction camps (Bromley et al 1992). Electric fencing may also be effective in keeping bears
out of some frontcountry situations within campgrounds (e.g., certain buildings or compounds).
Permanent electric fences require less maintenance than portable fences but require a level of
expertise to construct, whereas portable fences are less costly and can also be moved with less
cost (Ciarniello 1997).
Fence specifications vary depending on the specific problem situation and the bear species
involved. In Normal Wells, N.W.T., a solar powered permanent electric fence for 4.2 hectares
has prevented most black bears from accessing the main garbage dump (D. Whiteman pers.
commun., 2001; Latour & Hagen 1993). While the cost ($21,700 in 1991) was considered
inflated due to the considerable experimentation that occurred while completing construction (34 weeks), the system was nevertheless inexpensive compared with heavier, chain link-type
fencing. Similar electric fencing has been installed around all major community landfills
throughout northern British Columbia, such as Stewart, Kitimat, Burns Lake, Terrace and Prince
Rupert, as well as Haines Junction and Dawson City (Yukon). These fences have been effective
in restricting the access of bears to garbage (F. McKenzie pers. commun., 2001).
Proper design, construction, maintenance and use of gates in electric fences are needed to avoid
weak points, digging problems and gates being left open. Audits should be done on a periodic
basis to maintain effectiveness and detect needed improvements. Alternating strands of positive
and negative high tensile smooth wire with good tension provides good penetration of the fur.
Voltage should be a minimum of 6000 volts, with 8000 to 10,000 volts for grizzlies (F.
McKenzie pers. commun., 2001). Recent design innovations have resulted in a CSA approved
electric fence that can produce pulsating high voltage with low amperage. This will prevent
injuries to people accidentally touching the fence (J. Marley pers. commun., 1995).
Facility design also involves implementing ha zard abatement procedures, such as the following:
• installing proper lighting and reducing bear cover where people have a chance to encounter
bears, such as selected trails, campsites and playgrounds;
• avoiding placement of trails in noisy areas, such as stream edges;
• relocating trails or campsites that are in hazardous areas;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

closing narrow, grown-in trails (e.g., camper- made trails from campsites);
having good sight lines along trails to enable both people and bears to detect each other
within a reasonable distance to avoid surprises;
brushing trails (minimum 1-2 m each side), campsites, playgrounds and parking lots to
ensure good visibility and reduce bear cover;
ensuring good walking surfaces on trails so people spend more time looking ahead and less
time watching their foot placement;
considering limits for visitor use; and
avoid ing developments in high quality bear habitats.

3.3.2 Food Storage and Garbage Handling
Control of human-generated food and garbage is essential to reduce the attractiveness of humanuse areas to bears. The intent of using bear-proof food or garbage containers (Appendix 2) is to
prevent bears from obtaining unnatural food. Without the reward of unnatural food, bears will
revert to or continue their normal behaviour of feeding on natural food sources. This will
discourage bears from learning to associate developed areas, campsites or the presence of people
with a free meal.
a)

Frontcountry areas
Most frontcountry campers are expected to provide some type of secure food stora ge (e.g.,
the trunk of vehicles). Coolers left unattended in the open are not secure from bears. Food
storage lockers have been installed in some campsites where the level of bear-people
incidents indicates they are needed. For example, steel lockers have been installed in
Mount Robson Provincial Park at four different sites (H. Mulyk, pers. commun. 2001) and
at Meziadin Lake Provincial Park where grizzly habitat is adjacent to the campground (H.
Markides, pers. commun., 2001). This also benefits campers travelling without secure food
storage capabilities (cyclists, hikers, etc.). Other methods of bear-proof food storage
include secure, small buildings, elevated caches and canisters (see also Backcountry areas).
In areas of known bear hazards, all outdoor garbage cans, dumpsters, recycle bins and other
food storage and garbage collection, handling or storage facilities in service, dayuse and
campground areas must be designed to be bear-proof (see Appendix 2) and must never be
allowed to overflow. Daily garbage pickup is required in areas of known bear hazards to
ensure containers are not filled beyond capacity (even bear-proof containers loose their
effectiveness if allowed to overflow!). All bear-proof garbage containers will be signed
with “Bear Proof” signage to reinforc e public education. Garbage “corrals” made of wood
(2x4s) and used to enclose 45 gallon drums are not bear-proof and must be replaced with
bear-proof containers in areas of known bear hazards.
Regular garbage pick-up and cleaning of facilities in areas where fishing takes place is
essential. Anglers will be encouraged to put fish entrails in bear-proof containers where
fish cleaning stations are present (see also Backcountry areas).
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b)

Backcountry areas
Designated backcountry campsites in areas of k nown bear hazards should be provided with
bear-proof food caches (e.g., Bowron Lake and Kokanee Glacier provincial parks). These
must be located at least 50 m from the nearest campsite, be properly signed, and built in
accordance with a proven design (e.g., elevated wood poles, platforms or anchored metal
boxes placed on the ground). In Mount Robson Provincial Park, elevated food caches (bear
poles) are available, as well as lockers at the Berg Lake chalet (H. Mulyk, pers. commun.,
2001).
Backcountry campers should be instructed in, and required to use, proper food storage
methods. This could be done at protected area visitor centres and during backcountry
registration. Ranger staff should handle specific unsafe procedures observed during routine
monitoring. In other cases, up-to-date informational material and signs should be used.
Required use of portable, bear resistant plastic food containers is an option in areas of bear
presence. In Denali National Park, where there are no trees for hanging food in much of the
park, these containers have been loaned out at no charge to backpackers going into areas
which have historically had the most problems. The containers have proven very effective
in reducing bear-people conflicts, closure days and property damage, and visitor acceptance
of the containers was very high (Dalle-Molle et al. 1986). In Kluane National Park use of
approved bear-resistant food containers is highly recommended by the Park Service on
overnight backcountry trips. Portable bear-proof containers can be made from large
diameter PVC pipe with capped ends.
With the exception of grey water pits (such as those being used successfully in Valhalla
Provincial Park (M. Gall, pers. commun., 2001), no on-site garbage storage or disposal
facilities will be provided for backcountry users. A policy of packing out all garbage
should be enforced. Any attempts to use backcountry toilets as garbage dumps or burying
of garbage will be prohibited through public information, signs and enforcement (see
Appendix 3).
One of the most powerful attractants to bears are fish entrails, and leaving these on shore or
packing them out both result in hazardous odours. If fires are permitted, complete
incineration is the preferred method of disposal. In other areas, fish entrails should be
disposed of by puncturing the air bladder and depositing them in deep water in the lake or
stream from which they were taken (except where prohibited).
Hunters are encouraged, either through direct contact, media or signs, to remove gut piles
or waste from the vicinity of popular use areas. Alternatively, protected area staff should be
informed of kill site locations near hiking trails and campsites to avoid potential conflicts
with scavenging bears (see also 4.2 Bear Warnings and Area Closures). In addition,
concentrated feeds that hunters carry for pack animals and horses should be removed from
backcountry areas or stored in bear-proof containers.
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c)

Private and commercial facilities
A strategy of reducing unnatural bear food sources and avoiding habituation must also
apply to private or commercial facilities operating within (or adjacent to) a provincial park
or protected area. While the Park Act does not apply to private inholdings, provincial waste
management regulations under the B.C. Waste Management Act do.
Cooperative management strategies for dealing with bear-people conflicts should be
worked out with other provincial agencies, municipalities and local residents (see also
Section 8.0 Interagency Cooperation). Parks and Protected Areas Branch should encourage
and work with nearby communities and other branches in Environmental Stewardship
Division to apply strategies under the Bear Smart program
(http://wlapwww.gov.bc.ca/wld/bearsmart).
Park Use Permits for commercial operators (e.g., guide-outfitters, river rafting companies)
will require that bear-proof food storage and garbage handling “facilities” be used. When
careless behaviour by a single operator can jeopardize others by raising the risk of
dangerous bear encounters, peer pressure may help to enhance compliance.

3.3.3 Monitoring and Enforcement
Protected area staff and facility operators are responsible for ensuring proper food and garbage
handling procedures are followed in the operating areas. In areas of bear hazards, any food,
cooking equipment or other attractant that is left accessible and out in the open (other than at
meal time) should be immediately rectified by requesting the visitor(s) to store their food and/or
garbage properly.
Where visitors are absent from a campsite, and bears are not an immediate concern, an
information pamphlet (Appendix 4) can be left. However, where a bear is known to be in the
vicinity, the attractants should be clea ned up and put in a secure area, a note left, and the visitors
dealt with appropriately upon their return. In some protected areas (e.g., Liard River Hotsprings
Provincial Park), graphic warning notices are posted at messy campsites and continued violations
result in enforcement action (usually eviction).
As part of the facility maintenance contract, garbage will be removed and firepits cleaned at least
daily during seasons when bears are active in areas of potential bear hazard. Deficiencies should
be brought to the attention of the facility operator immediately; if corrections are not made, the
appropriate contract manager must be notified for follow-up.
All frontcountry garbage containers must be regularly inspected and kept in a condition that
prevents build-up of old food material and bear-attracting odours; cleaning and disinfection
should be done as considered necessary.
While public education and monitoring cleanup will prevent most problems associated with
unnatural food attractants, highest le vels of control can only be achieved through a more
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aggressive law enforcement campaign. This will include mandatory enforcement action such as
issuing tickets and eviction orders for failure to comply with food storage and litter regulations
(e.g., Sections 30 and 33, Park and Recreation Area Regulation). Such efforts were successful in
removing the availability of human foods in Yellowstone National Park (Meagher and Phillips
1983). Following the removal of human attractants, the main management problem in
Yellowstone became the tendency for people to closely approach seemingly tame, habituated
bears that were seeking natural foods (Guenther 1994). In response, Yellowstone National Park
imposed a restricted activity order that forbids people from approaching to within 100 m of a
bear.
4.0

RESPONSIVE MANAGEMENT

4.1

Criteria for “Problem Bear” Management

Monitoring changes in bear behaviour and occurrence from year to year and from day to day
should be done through assessment of data recorded on Bear Observation Cards for all bears
seen or reported (Appendix 5). Analysis of these reports by park will allow detection of longterm shifts in bear behaviour and development of appropriate responses. Staff should pay
particular attention to subtle behavioural indicators (frequenting areas used by people, following
people along or off trails, in camping areas at night, circling or stiff- legged stalking behaviour,
people feeling uncomfortable about a bear) of impending potential predatory behaviour
(McCrory Wild life Services 1997).
For the purposes of this plan, a “problem bear” is any bear judged by its actions to be a threat to
human safety or liable to cause property damage. The decision to declare “problem bear” status
will depend on the behaviour of the bear(s), the degree of threat to public safety and the
proximity of the bear activity to facilities or visitor use areas. Ascribing “problem” status to a
bear will occur only after all other appropriate management actions have been exhausted or if the
bear poses imminent danger to human safety.
Prevention and management of the human element will be the prevalent strategy for dealing with
“problem bears”. On occasion, however, handling of bears (capture, immobilization,
translocation or destruction) may be required.
Every effort must be made to determine the validity and severity of reported bear-people
incidents. If monitoring suggests the incident was caused merely by chance or human fault and
there is no further threat to human safety or property, the bear will be left alone and no longer be
considered a problem. Bears showing “defensive” aggression6 will not necessarily be treated
with severe management responses like translocation or destruction. However “problem bears”
that have become habituated, food-conditioned, or show “offensive” aggressio n7 toward people
will be destroyed or, in rare cases, translocated.

6

“Defensive” aggression is usually provoked and results in the bear swatting, charging, etc. when approached too
closely (S. Herrero, pers. commun., 1995).
7
“Offensive” aggression is usually initiated by the bear as attempted predation, tearing tents without food
attractants, etc. (S. Herrero, pers. commun., 1995).
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Table 3 lists six specific management responses to be applied for nine types of bear-people
interactions that may occur in protected areas. The responses take into account the species, age
and sex of the bear(s) involved. “Problem bear” status should be assigned to any bears involved
in interactions 5-9 inclusive in Table 3. The first step is to monitor the bear’s behaviour and
interactions with people. The second step is to warn visitors (through contact or signs – see
Section 4.2) of a potential “problem bear” in the area and increase patrols for sanitation
problems. If the bear stays around facilities or people, and it is reasonably clear that in each
reported case the same bear is involved, attempts to deter the bear from the area should be made
using methods of aversive conditioning before food conditioning occurs. Aversive conditioning
should be considered where a bear is not food-conditioned but is likely to become so, or where a
bear has had a limited initial encounter with unnatural food (see Section 4.3). If public safety
becomes a concern, area closures will be enforced until bear activity has ceased. Translocation
(see Section 4.5), altho ugh of limited benefit and applicability, is the next consideration for a
persistent bear or where aversive conditioning is not considered appropriate, provided local
conditions allow for safe capture, transport and release. Translocation should be considered for
habituated and/or food-conditioned female grizzly bears with cubs; all reasonable attempts
should be made to avoid having to remove these family groups. The final step, destruction (see
Section 4.6), should be considered as a last resort and reserved for bears displaying “offensive”
aggressive behaviour, for strongly habituated and food-conditioned black bears, repeat offenders
that return as “problem bears” following translocation, and bears posing imminent danger to
human safety. “Problem” black bears that have been previously relocated or become strongly
habituated and food-conditioned will normally be destroyed. Documentation of “problem bears”
and related management is crucial (see section 4.7).
Any bear-people interaction resulting in persona l injury or death will activate a Bear Emergency
Plan (see Section 5.0).
4.2

Bear Warnings and Area Closures

Bear warnings provide visitors with accurate and current information on area-specific bear
hazards to allow for informed decisions about travel or other activities. These warnings will be
posted at trailheads and campsites or communicated verbally in areas where “problem bears”
(see Section 4.1) have been reported. Areas designated for a warning will be posted, at a
minimum, with a “Caution Bear” sign (Appendix 6). To avoid visitors becoming too complacent
and to maintain effectiveness, bear warning signs must only be used when needed and removed
once area-specific bear hazards are gone.
Area closures will be imposed to ensure public safety and protection of natural values. C losures
are appropriate in “problem bear” situations (Table 3) and must be considered prior to
translocating or destroying a bear. The regional manager or designate will authorize all area
closures and re-openings except in the case of a bear-related emergency, in which case closures
are imposed immediately and formal approvals follow. Closed areas will be posted using the
“Area Closed” sign (Appendix 7). Copies of all area closures will be forwarded immediately to
all campgrounds (including private) and information centres in the vicinity of the protected area
and to the local Conservation Officer.
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Table 3: Criteria to determine appropriate management responses to interactions involving grizzly bears (GB) and black
bears (BB). A Bear Emergency Plan will be activated following any interactions resulting in human injury or death.

Type of Bear-People Interaction
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Bear sighting or sign reported
Bear showing normal feeding behaviour and avoids people
Bear reacting defensively following surprise or provoked
encounter (defensive aggression)
Bear tolerates people but ignores them and their facilities (no
threat present)
Bear shows repeated interest in people or their facilities; if
allowed to continue, will likely result in food-conditioning or
close approaches (first time “offender”); bear may have had an
initial encounter(s) with unnatural foods but not considered
conditioned; assigned “problem bear” status
Received minimal or low level reinforcement to unnatural food
sources
Bear is heavily habituated to people and has repeatedly obtained
unnatural foods; assigned “problem bear” status
Bear has previously been relocated and is unlikely to change its
behaviour (repeat “offender”); assigned “problem bear” status
Bear displays aggressive behaviour (non-provoked charges or
predatory behaviour) and is an imminent threat to human safety
(offensive aggression); assigned “problem bear” status

None
GB/BB
GB/BB

Monitor
8

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE
Warning
Deter
Closure

GB/BB
GB/BB
GB/BB

GB/BB
GB/BB9
GB/BB

GB/BB

GB/BB

GB/BB

GB/BB

GB/BB

GB/BB

GB/BB

GB/BB

GB/BB

GB/BB

GB/BB

GB/BB

GB/BB

GB/BB

GB/BB

GB/BB 11

GB/BB

(GB) 12

10

GB/BB

Monitor and warn visitors, when sighting occurs near trails, facilities, or involves a female with cubs.
Consider enforcement if interaction is a result of people intentionally approaching close to or harassing bear.
10
Until bear is no longer in the area
11
Under optimal conditions aversive conditioning may be attempted (see Aversive Conditioning Guidelines [BC Parks 2001].
12
Special consideration should be given to female grizzlies with cubs.
9
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Destroy

GB/BB

GB/BBd

8

Translocate

a

BB
GB/BB

GB/BB

GB/BB

The duration of area closures and warnings may vary from several days to several weeks
depending on the location, the purpose of the closure and the nature of the hazard. In some cases,
a closure may be put in place for the entire season (e.g., for frequent actual or expected bear use).
Closures and warnings will be withdrawn only when:
•
•
•
•

no further encounters have occurred (warnings only);
the area has been monitored for at least two consecutive days with no further bear activity
noted;
all related investigations are complete; and
documentation is complete (see Section 4.7 and Table 4).

In Liard River Hotsprings Provincial Park regular seasonal closures occur, restricting visitors to
one of two hotspring pools, when bears begin to show up to feed on ripening berry crops each
August (P.Goetz, pers. commun., 2001). In Garibaldi Provincial Park, concentrations of bears
feeding on berries have resulted in campground closures, shifting visitors to alternate
campgrounds when possible, selective closures (e.g., closed to school groups), or trail closures
(D. Carmichael, pers. commun., 2001). Bear advisories and closures in Garibaldi Provincial Park
are posted on trail heads, and reports provided to the local Chamber of Commerce, information
centres and radio stations (D. Carmichael, pers. commun., 2001).
Protected area closures are also regularly posted in a timely manner on the Parks and Protected
Areas Branch internet web site for individual protected areas (N. Chave pers. commun., 2001).
Regional staff and facility operators should be diligent in notifying the web administrator to
remove web notices when closures are withdrawn to avoid visitor complacency to the message.
A specific circumstance that requires an immediate area clo sure is the presence of carrion or a
carcass potentially available to bears near trails, general hiking areas or facilities. If the carrion
cannot be removed, the area should be closed until the carcass has been consumed and any bears
have left the area. For example, carcasses and gut piles left by hunters present a danger to
hunters and other visitors. Hunters should be encouraged to report any animal remains left near a
park trail or campsite so a decision on closure can be made. (Hunters should also be encouraged
to carry pepper spray as a non- lethal option to assist in a safe retreat should a bear claim a
hunter’s kill -- it is illegal to kill a bear to defend hunted game). In addition, horses occasionally
die on backcountry trips in protected areas. The owner should be required to immediately
remove the carcass if it is near a trail or poses a risk to other users; however, where this is not
possible, the owner must immediately report the location of the carcass to protected area staff
and a temporary closure of the area must be imposed until all remains are disposed of.
Carcass situations can be extremely hazardous and should not be investigated without an armed
backup, or a vehicle if in a frontcountry situation. Carcass situations in the backcountry should
not be investigated on foot; helicopters are the preferred method of access. Where carcass
situations are investigated by foot, two or more armed staff are required, and only under
conditions of good visibility (i.e., any potential bear would be visible from at least 100 m).
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Staff will not patrol an area that has been closed due to a bear hazard without radio or phone
communication and authorized bear management equipme nt (firearm and pepper spray). Trained
dogs are also recommended, if available, for added safety.
4.3

Aversive Conditioning

Aversive conditioning is a technique used to modify an animal’s behaviour, causing it to cease
undesirable activities, through the delivery of unpleasant stimuli. The main purpose of aversive
conditioning in bear management is to prevent a bear from becoming used to, or losing, its natural
fear of people (i.e., habituated). Aversive conditioning has also been used to reverse habituation and
dissuade a habituated bear from associating people with food. Once a bear has become accustomed
to human foods and garbage (i.e., food-conditioned), it may become aggressive in its attempts to
acquire human food. Aversive conditioning is recognized as a potential deterrent to “problem
bears” and, in some cases, may be the only viable option short of destruction. Deterrent techniques
include the use of painful stimuli (rubber or plastic bullets, pepper spray), presentation of a loud
noise (cracker shells, air horns) and the use of specially trained bear dogs (e.g., Karelian bear dogs )
(Bromley et al. 1992) to shepherd bears out of conflict areas. Bears that are strongly habituated to
human activity or are accustomed to feeding on unnatural foods (e.g., campgrounds or garbage
dumps) are less likely to be successfully treated through aversive conditioning (McCullough 1982).
Aversive conditioning could be used to “train” bears that have established a permanent home range
covering the area of concern to avoid humans and unnatural food; because the bear is not removed
from the area, other bears will be kept away from the human-use area through normal territorial
interactions. Refer to the Guidelines for Aversive Conditioning of Bears (BC Parks 2001 13 ) for
criteria of bears that are suitable for treatment, and methods for its use.
Strong efforts should be made to deter a bear the first time, and every time, it enters visitor use
areas, such as campgrounds, and before the bear receives any food rewards. This requires a
committed effort and an ability to recognize individual bears to ensure that aversive conditioning
is consistently applied. Aversive conditioning is not a substitute for preventative management
actions to ensure the original attractants are removed.
One successful approach to the early treatment of “first offender” grizzly bears has been used in
Denali National Park (Dalle-Molle and Van Horn 1989). Park rangers (dressed as campers) used
soft plastic slugs fired from a 12- gauge shotgun on bears that had obtained food from
backcountry camps. Five out of six grizzly bears and two out of three black bears “treated” this
way did not return for additional food.
By not appearing submissive to bears and showing them even low levels of aggression, people
can deter bears from becoming habituated. In Yosemite National Park, moderate levels of
aggression (running towards and throwing objects at an approaching bear) were effective in
chasing black bears out of campsites, particularly when done before the bear had received a food
reward (Hastings et al. 1981 cited by Herrero 1985). Notably, this approach was used on black
bears only and was not recommended for grizzly bears (Herrero 1985). This method is not to be
used by protected area staff.
13

These guidelines are to be revised in context of the corporate restructuring of 2002, to meet ministry-wide
policies, strategies and responsibilities.
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Application of aversive conditioning varies with each situation and the behaviour of individual
bears. Different methods and equipment can be tried provided that the basic setup and
application of the aversive conditioning guidelines are followed and it is well documented. All
attempts, successful or unsuccessful, must be documented (see Section 4.7 and Table 4). The use
of aversive conditioning techniques in protected areas in British Columbia will be strictly
monitored, limited only to trained staff (at no time will visitors be advised or encouraged to use
any form of aversive conditioning) and done under the following conditions (see also Table 3):
1. human food attractants have been removed from the area;
2. the bear to be treated is not heavily food-conditioned or strongly habituated to human use
areas - the ideal candidate is a yearling to subadult bear;
3. only healthy bears that show no sign of offensive aggression will be treated;
4. the bear is marked, can be easily identified to enable monitoring the outcome of the aversive
conditioning, or the area is heavily patrolled and all bears are treated until all undesirable
behaviours cease.
A 12-gauge pump action sho tgun is the most versatile delivery method for a variety of deterrents.
By using a combination of pistol bangers, screamers, 12-gauge cracker shells, bean bags, rubber
slugs and lethal force backup, it is possible to deter a bear from a site and still be prepared to
destroy it, if necessary (Clarkson 1989 ). Lead birdshot will not be used for aversive conditioning
of bears in provincial protected areas. Firearms must be used with discretion and care to ensure
safety of visitors, staff, and the bear. Staff and facility operators must explain management
actions with any visitors that may be present during the aversive conditioning procedure.
Further details and recommendations for aversive conditioning (including hazing and capture
and “hard release”) can be found in the guidelines for protected areas (BC Parks 2001).
All staff working in areas of known or potential bear hazards will carry pepper spray and be
knowledgeable in its use for personal protection, i.e., must have successfully completed the
Pepper Spray Course. Pepper spray, alarms and electric fencing may be useful as passive
aversive conditioning agents in some circumstances. However, the limited range (3-5 m) and
limited target (must contact bear’s eyes and nostrils) of pepper spray makes it impractical as a
safe method for active aversive conditioning of potential “problem bears”. Experience with
pepper spray suggests it works well in deterring bears in most cases, but may not work as well
with some bears, such as female grizzlies with cubs or habituated black bears (Herrero and
Higgins 1998). It must also be considered that pepper spray residue can act as an attractant to a
site after its use for aversive conditioning (Smith 1998), and sites where it has been used should
be carefully monitored as it could create attractant situations that could lead to encounters
(McCrory 2000).
4.4

Immobilization

A bear may be immobilized for the purpose of translocation, removal from snares or marking for
future identification by managers or researchers.
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The capture team must consist of at least two people experienced in bear capture (at least one of
whom will be armed) and must ensure, to the greatest extent possible, the safety of visitors, staff,
and the bear. All protected area staff involved in immobilization must be trained and certified in
the use of Class I drugs (e.g., Telazol) and in firearms handling (see Table 1). In the absence of
certified protected area staff, drug immobilization should be referred to wildlife professionals
(other regional Environmental Stewardship staff, Conservation Officer Service, or veterinarian).
Other protected area staff may be present for the purpose of training or assistance.
A bear may be captured using a culvert trap, snare or drug- injecting dart during “free ranging” as
appropriate for the situation. Once a bear is drugged, staff must ensure its safety until recovery.
This includes monitoring vital signs and being cognizant of hazards such as drowning or attack
by another bear. The immobilized bear must be kept in as quiet and cool a place as possible, and
out of public view until it fully recovers, and leaves the site. Procedures and precautions are
outlined in Langelier (1993).
Immobilization will not be attempted if there is a good chance the bear cannot be secured
without injury (e. g., bear in trees over 10 m above the ground). In emergency situations, where a
bear poses an immediate threat to human safety, the bear will be destroyed, not immobilized, to
avoid the hazards of a partially immobilized, but potentially aggressive, bear.
All captured bears that are immobilized should be marked with ear tags to assist in the
subsequent identification of individuals and monitoring of potential “problem” bears; future
identification is facilitated by documenting placement and colour of ear tags. Eartags will be
applied according to guidelines established by the Resources Information Standards Committee
(1998).
If the capture operation involves radiocollaring bears, only functional “break-away” collars will
be used. Young bears, because of the potential for substantial increases in neck size and
subsequent problems with tight collars, will not be equipped with neck collars. Ear transmitters
are an option for young bears.
Data regarding immobilized bears (drug dosage, recovery time, etc.) will be recorded on standard
Wildlife Capture Data Forms (Appendix 8; see section 4.7 and Table 4); basic morphological
measurements should also be included. Staff certified in the use of immobilizing drugs will be
responsible for maintaining functional immobilization kits, including drug security, record
keeping and drug and equipment inventory.
4.5

Translocation

Translocating “problem bears” to areas where they will presumably not cause further problems is
expensive, time-consuming and largely ineffective in preventing further conflicts from occurring
(Miller and Ballard 1982, Brannon 1987, Kansas and Raine 1987, Meagher and Fowler 1989,
Clarkson 1993, Gillin et al. 1993). Many bears, both grizzly and black, are able to return to
become “repeat offenders” because of continued availability of human food or other attractants
at the original site; the eventual outcome is usually a destroyed bear.
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Decisions to translocate bears from protected areas will be done with the advice, co-ordination
and participation of the Conservation Officer Service and the regional Environmental
Stewardship staff. All translocations will be conducted in accordance with Parks and Protected
Areas Branch and Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection policy and procedures 14.
To increase the likelihood of success in bear translocations, the following criteria for
translocations from protected areas, which closely parallel criteria for translocations outside
protected areas, must be met (see also Table 3):
1. huma n food attractants at the original capture site will be removed;
2. only healthy bears in good physical condition with a reasonable chance of survival will
betranslocated; subadult bears (2-4 years old) are less likely to return;
3. bears showing offensive aggression or those with a past history of obtaining human food or
garbage (including “repeat offenders”) will not be translocated but will be destroyed (see
Section 4.6);
4. where applicable, entire family groups will be translocated (translocation of orphaned cubs is
not recommended);
5. suitable release sites are available (see below);
6. preference for translocation will be given to female grizzly bears.
Suitable release sites for “problem bears” should be established for each region in consultation
with the Conservation Officer and Environmental Stewardship staff. Use of potential release
sites that have been designated by regional staff will be required to relocate a bear outside of a
protected area. Release sites within parks can be determined by protected area staff, but must be
approved by the Regional Manager. Sites for translocation will be ecologically similar to the
point of origin, away from human use areas (>75 km) and located beyond topographic barriers
(e.g., very steep, rugged terrain; ice fields). Bodies of water do not constitute barriers to a bear.
Most capture and translocations of “problem bears” will be done using snares or culvert traps
following the procedure outlined in the Standard Task/Equipment Procedures (ST/EP) Manual.
Details of translocations should be documented on the Complaint/Occurrence Report (see section
4.7 and Table 4).
To provide future identification and a means for monitoring the effectiveness of translocations,
each translocated bear must be marked. In the case of immobilized bears, ear tags should be used
or radiocollars if the translocated bear is part of an approved and formally accepted research
project. Bears captured in culvert traps but not immobilized should be colour marked (e.g., paint
gun or spray paint) for temporary identification. Concerns over potential liability for marking
“problem bears” are counterbalanced by the advantages of being able to recognize individual
bears in the scientifically-based management program designed to reduce the incidence of bearpeople conflicts.

14

PPAB policy and procedures : Conservation Program Policies, Standard Task/Equipment Procedures (ST/EP)
Manual, Public Safety and Park Security Manual . MWLAP policy and procedures: Problem Wildlife Management
Policy and Procedures (Vol. 4, Sec. 7, Subsec. 04.01) and Preventing and Responding to Conflicts with Large
Carnivores Procedures (Vo l. 4, Sec. 7, Subsec. 04.01.1) [M. Badry, pers. commun., 2002].
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4.6

Destruction

In some cases, it may be determined that an individual bear in a protected area poses an
unacceptable hazard to human safety, and it must be destroyed. The removal of bears is not a
substitute for preventative manage ment of garbage and other attractants, and should only be
considered as an emergency action or last resort.
Unless human safety is in immediate jeopardy, a bear will be destroyed only with prior
authorization of the Regional Manager or his/her designate. The following criteria, which closely
parallel criteria applied by the Conservation Officer Service, will be assessed to determine
whether destruction of a bear in a protected area is appropriate (see also Table 3):
the bear is offensively aggressive towards people as shown by:
- unprovoked attacks or repeated, unprovoked bluff charges;
- predatory behaviour (stalking or chasing people);
2. the bear is food-conditioned, has previously been translocated or cannot be captured;
3. the bear is in poor physical condition or too young to translocate humanely;
4. there is no suitable release area for translocation available.
1.

Bears that cause injury to humans as a result of natural defensive or protective behaviour should
not be routinely destroyed nor, generally, translocated (Table 3). If a grizzly bear has seriously
injured a person, reasonable attempts must be made to determine the circumstances before a
decision to destroy any bear is made. The investigation to determine if destruction is the
appropriate action must be timely and professional.
Except in an emergency, a bear should not be destroyed in public view. Protected area staff
certified in the proper handling of firearms (Table 1) are authorized to destroy a “problem bear”.
If no certified staff are available, assistance should be requested from a regional Conservation
Officer, other qualified regional staff ,or the RCMP. The preferred and most humane method is
the use of a 12- gauge shotgun with lead slugs (e.g., Remington 870 with 3” magnum slugs). An
alternative in some provincial protected areas with a restricted legal hunting season (e.g., Limited
Entry Hunt (LEH) ) would be to encourage hunters with permits to remove an individual bear that
has been declared a “problem bear”, provided public safety is not an immediate concern. This
may prevent a non-problem bear from being removed from the wild.
The carcass of a destroyed bear should be disposed of away from public roads, trails and
developed areas where scavenging wildlife (especially bears) will not itself present a hazard and
where people cannot gain from the use of body parts. Bears that were drugged prior to
destruction must be incinerated. In the case of grizzly bears, a Compulsory Inspection Data
(CID) sheet available from the Conservation Officer Service must be filled out. For black bears,
the sex, age estimate and general physical condition (including an estimate of weight) should be
recorded as part of the documentation.
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When a bear has been destroyed following an attack resulting in human injury or death, and there
is no obvious behavioural reason for the attack, the carcass should be forwarded to the Animal
Health Branch laboratory, Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries, Abbotsford, for a detailed
necropsy (see also Section 4.7). If it is impractical to send out an entire carcass, a local
veterinarian or the provincial Wildlife Veterinarian (MWLAP) must be consulted for any
necropsy procedures.
4.7

Documentation

Whenever “problem bear” status has been declared, it must be documented and contributing
factors identified, where possible (Table 4). Management actions involving area closures,
aversive conditioning, immobilization, translocation or destruction will be documented on
Complaint/Occurrence Reports (Appendix 9) with the following information included, when
applicable:
−
−
−
−
−

location, date and bear species involved;
bear characteristics (size, coloration, markings, behaviour);
site characteristics (food associations, human use, signs of property damage);
notes on bear-people interaction (including contacts for further details);
notes on management actions taken.

Any immobilization attempts will also be recorded on the Wildlife Capture Data Form
(Appendix 8). If a grizzly bear is destroyed, a Compulsory Inspection Data (CID) sheet must be
completed. In the event of a bear emergency (Section 5.0), detailed and accurate records must be
kept in the event of liability or litigation proceedings, and to assess and ensure proper
management procedures in the future. In no case should details be left to memory!
The regional ecosystem officer responsible for protected areas will ensure documentation is
complete and will prepare a comprehensive annual report summarizing bear sightings, bearpeople incidents and management actions taken.
5.0

BEAR EMERGENCY PLAN

In the event of a bear-related emergency, an immediate and effective response is required to
ensure public safety and resolve the problem. Each region has separate Bear Emergency Plan(s)
that are park-specific (as in South Tweedsmuir Provincial Park; McCrory and Mallam 1989a) or
area-specific (as in West Kootenays; McCrory and Mallam 1989b) depending on the frequency
of bear-people conflicts in the region15 . A Bear Emergency Plan for a region or a protected area
should clearly outline initial and follow-up response to any bear emergency involving human
injury or death, or avoidance of high risk situations (e.g., bear feeding on a carcass on a main
trail with hikers beyond the site). The plan should address:

15

In addition, regional managers may require that a regional Bear-People Conflict Prevention Plan be prepared
based on the format and contents of this provincial Bear-People Conflict Prevention Plan. The regional BPCPP
outlines further details regarding duties and responsibilities of regional staff and priorities of regional management
to prevent and respond to bear incidents.
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•
•
•
•
•

safe evacuation of victims and other public from the area;
securing the area to contain the bear(s) and prevent public access;
evaluating the circumstances and capturing or killing the bear, if required;
organization, safety and documentation; and
dealing with the media.

As part of regional protected area emergency planning, a Regional Protected Area Wildlife
Response Team may be formed to deal with a variety of emergency situations in protected areas,
with specific roles and responsibilities for individuals and the team. Each region will determine
the level of detail regarding individual and team responsibilities that will be specified in the Bear
Emergency P lan for an effective response to bear related emergencies. At a minimum, a local
contact list of regional staff (protected area staff and Conservation Officers) that are qualified to
respond to bear emergencies should be established.
The Conservation Officer Service of the Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection may
organize Regional Wildlife Attack Response Teams in some regions of B.C. to investigate
wildlife attacks on humans. They are trained professionals from which protected area staff may
request assistance in the event of a mauling or fatality. The Wildlife Attack Response Team is
required to follow standard procedures for investigating and reporting attacks16 ; it is
recommended that members of the Protected Area Wildlife Response Team be familiar with
these procedures.
In the event of a mauling or fatality, the scene and situation should be investigated and
documented by the Regional Wildlife Attack Response Team or Regional Protected Area
Wildlife Response Team. It is recommended that the latter defer to the expertise of the former.
Expert opinion for a professional site assessment is advisable in some complex situations that are
difficult to interpret. Operational procedures and roles should be worked out internally as part of
local agreements between the regional divisions of the Ministry of Water, Land and Air
Protection (see also Section 8.0).
Evidence of injurious or fatal bear-human interaction must be documented completely on an
Animal/Human Attack Report (Appendix 10), according to MWLAP ministry standards. A
detailed interview form for documenting details of bear-people aggressive encounters (BearHuman Aggressive Encounter Database) has been designed by Dr. Stephen Herrero at the
University of Calgary. Copies of this interview form are available from the Parks and Protected
Areas Branch, Victoria. Where a response team is not readily available or a delay may result in
loss of evidence, then photographs of the site should be taken, witness statements should be
recorded, and basic descriptions and measurements that address the information collected in the
Attack Report should be made. Protected area staff should familiarize themselves with the type
of information required to complete an Attack Report. The attack area should be secured and no
evidence removed until the investigation is complete. Human safety is of the utmost concern: the
public should be removed from the area and all precautions taken to minimize further risks
during the investigation.
16

MELP [MWLAP] Enforcement Program, chapter 6 Complaints and Occurrences, section 10 Problem Wildlife
Management, subsection 07 Investigation of Wildlife Attacks on Humans. DRAFT (revised March 2000).
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6.0

M ONITORING, RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

An effective data recording system to document all bear and bear-people incidents is an essential
component o f this conflict prevention plan. Documentation is required to monitor whether
current management strategies are working to achieve the plan objectives.
The bear monitoring system for protected areas in British Columbia (Table 4) build s on existing
tools and includes a variety of forms appropriate to bear related monitoring and management
actions. The intent is to encourage staff, facility operators, qualified contractors, volunteers and
park visitors to provide information that can be used to make informed management decisions; to
evaluate program strength; to build a reliable database on local bear population trends; and to be
able to provide accurate information to the public.
Bear sightings, especially in situations where humans have disturbed bears, will be recorded on
Bear Observation Cards (Appendix 5). Of particular importance are unduplicated sightings of
family groups or of bears with characteristic markings that can later be individually identified.
Data from the observation cards will be entered on computer databases in each region and
summarized, by protected area, in the annual Bear Management Report prepared by protected
area staff. Bear-people incidents should be recorded as per the guidelines in Section 4.7
(Documentation). The annual bear management report should also include current information
on visitor use levels, both day use and backcountry use, by protected area.
Visitor trends and ecosystem changes are important in monitoring potential bear related hazards.
Visitor use for each protected area should be monitored using available systems, with
refinements made using trail counters or other methods. Ecosystem changes (e.g., wildfires,
logging near park boundaries, high use trails in bear habitat) and visitor use should be
documented and reported in the annual Bear Management Report.
In protected areas where detailed information on bear use is required, monitoring could be done
using remote cameras along bear trails (as in South Tweedsmuir Provincial Park) or in other
areas where high bear use is suspected. Monitoring of natural food sources, such as annual berry
crops or salmon escapement and availability can provide an early warning system for the
potential of “problem bear” encounters. Berry crops can be monitored to determine whether
more bears should be expected to occur at lower elevations when high-country berry crops are
low, as has been done in Whiteswan Lake Provincial Park; or to determine whether special
conflict-prevention activities are required, such as warning users or closing areas with high
potential bear activity, as has been done in Kokanee Provincial Park (M. Gall, pers. commun.,
2001).
Research is essential to provide the information required to develop and refine an effective bearpeople management program. Two projects (Ciarniello 1997, Himmer and Gallagher 1996)
funded by BC Parks provided management recommendations aimed at preventing or reducing
bear-people interactions in two very different environments. In South Tweedsmuir Provincial
Park, grizzly bears concentrate along the Atnarko River in the coastal- interior transition zone
during the salmon spawning season when large numbers of anglers also use the river.
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Table 4. Bear monitoring information system for protected areas in British Columbia.
a

Responsibility b
PO/RO/PFO

Type of Monitoring
1. Bear sighting

Format / Form
BOC

2. Bear- human encounter

BOC/COR

PO/RO/PFO

COR
COR
COR
COR/WCDF
COR
COR/CID

PO/PFO
PO/RM
PO/RO
PO/RO
PO/RO
PO/RO

From SSDB
BOC/COR
Annual report

RO
Contact local CO
RO

3. Management Actions
Bear warnings
Area closures
Aversive conditioning
Immobilization
Translocation
Destruction
4. Miscellaneous
Legal harvest
Poaching
5. Summary
a

BOC
WCDF
COR
CID

=
=
=
=

SSDB

=

Bear Observation Card
Wildlife Capture Data Form
Complaint/Occurrence Report
Compulsory Inspection Data Sheet
(required for grizzly bears only)
the Wildlife Program Summary
Statistics Data Base
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b

PO

=

RO =
PFO =

Park Officer (Area Supervisor or
Park Ranger)
Ecosystem Officer
Park Facility Operator

While some grizzly bears appear to have habituated to the human activity, notably subadults,
lone adults and family groups may have become more nocturnal as a result (Himmer and
Gallagher 1996). There are very few garbage/human food related incidents involving grizzly
bears in this area. However, the seasonal overlap of high bear density and high human use is still
cause for concern.
In contrast, Ciarniello (1995 ) reported that garbage and food-conditioning was an important root
cause for the frequent black bear-people conflicts in the Liard River Hotsprings Provincial Park
area in northern central B.C. A landfill outside the park provided free access to garbage during
early and mid-summer (the site was closed in 1996). As the bears switched to berries, their use of
the campground and hotsprings area (which represents one big berry patch) increased, as did the
opportunity for bear-people interactions. While most of these bears appeared to be feeding on
natural foods while in the park, their seemingly “tame” nature invited close approaches and
careless human behaviour, creating potentially dangerous situations (Ciarniello 1997). Programs
were subsequently initiated that increased bear awareness information, interpretation messages
on bears, and food management. Two staff were also dedicated to focus on managing bears and
park visitors during August, the period of highest bear and visitor use of the park (D. Roberts,
pers. commun., 2001).
Further research to refine bear-people management in protected areas should evaluate the
effectiveness and consequences of using prevention (food/garbage management, facility
relocation, habitat changes to remove bear foods, etc.) and non- lethal methods (deterrents,
aversive conditioning and translocation) to deal with “problem bears”. This work should be
limited to one or two protected areas with frequent bear-people interactions, be well designed,
carefully monitored, adequately funded and include the use of marked bears.
The role of public information and education in preventing bear-people conflicts also needs
further work. It is not clear what medium, or method, is most effective in changing human
attitudes and communicating bear awareness. Is it innovative communication strategies or a mo re
aggressive law enforcement campaign with mandatory fines or evictions for feeding,
approaching and harassing bears? Effectiveness of recent bear videos that are receiving a wide
target audience should be evaluated, as well as existing efforts on warnings and evictions for
non-compliance by visitors.
Performance criteria should be used in each region to evaluate the success of the overall bear
management program over time. Criteria will include :
•
•
•
•

number of bear observations (by species) in developed facility areas per year;
number of bear-people interactions reported per year;
number of “problem bears” reported per year;
number of bears translocated or destroyed per year.

Evaluations should be done over 5- or 10-year periods and be based on the annual bear
management summaries prepared for each region.
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7.0

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Roles and responsibilities at the regional level may vary at the discretion of Regional Managers –
certain duties may be temporarily assigned and/or additional duties and further details may be
added to the list. Roles and responsibilities may change with any further corporate restructuring.
Details of responsibilities and changes should be reflected in updates to regional Bear-People
Conflict Prevention Plans.
Parks and Protected Areas Branch, Victoria, is responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

providing policy and program direction for bear-people management in parks and
protected areas in British Columbia;
facilitating and coordinating scientific research programs to maintain an adequate
knowledge base for effective management;
participating in the development of staff training programs and visitor information
initiatives designed to prevent, and respond to, bear-people conflicts;
maintaining and developing standards in facility design, construction and maintenance to
ensure food storage and garbage handling practices do not generate conflicts with bears;
providing policy and program direction on park information, interpretation and
stewardship messaging initiatives designed to enhance bear awareness and prevent bearpeople conflicts;
providing advice and standards in the development of bear related signs, interpretative
programming and other communications media relating to bears;
providing policy and procedures for visitor and staff safety in areas of known bear
hazards; and,
coordinating the development of staff training programs designed to prevent, and respond
to, bear-people conflicts.

Environmental Stewardship Division Regions are responsible for:
•
•
•

•
•

implementing the protected-area Bear-People Conflict Prevention Plan in parks and
protected areas in their region;
developing, implementing and regularly updating the regional Bear-People Conflict
Prevention Plan as required and region-wide or area-specific Bear Emergency Plan(s) as
required;
delivering bear awareness training as required at the regional level to ensure staff,
volunteers and facility operators have received appropriate training and are
knowledgeable in the prevention of, and equipped and able to respond to, bear-people
conflicts;
developing protocols with the regional Conservation Officer Service to respond to
“problem bear” complaints;
responding to and documenting bear emergencies and “problem bear” complaints and
ensuring criteria and guidelines developed for dealing with “problem bears” are followed;
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•

•
•
•
•

supervising and monitoring food storage and garbage handling procedures used by
visitors, facility operators and permit holders, and monitoring and maintaining conflict
prevention equipment and facilities such as bear proof garbage containers, food caches
and bear-aware trails and campgrounds;
maintaining the bear monitoring information system (data forms and electronic database)
and completing an annual regional Bear Management Report summarizing bear sightings,
bear-people incidents and management actions taken;
developing and managing research projects required for effective bear management;
providing public education (various media) to reduce bear-human conflicts through
front- line contact with park visitors; and,
enforcing the Park Act and regulations.

Facility Operators that are contracted to provide recreation services are responsible for:
• maintaining clean facilities in the protected area;
• ensuring safe public conduct in the protected area;
• ensuring visitors practice good food management;
• reporting bear sightings and bear-people incidents in facility areas to protected area staff;
• assuring bear attractants are not create by their operation;
• providing or arranging approved bear awareness training for their staff;
• assuring visitors do not create bear attractants;
• implementing facility operator responsibilities as identified in regional and/or park
specific Bear-People Conflict Prevention Plans; and,
• may be responsible for other bear-human conflict management activities negotiated and
contracted with the Province.
8.0

INTERAGENCY COOPERATION

For this provincial Bear-People C onflict Prevention Plan to be effectively implemented, a
coordinated approach to bear management is essential. Even if all potential so urces of human
food and garbage within a protected area were secured, attractants may exist on adjacent lands or
inholdings, jeopardizing the safety of visitors in the protected area. Since bears move freely
across administrative boundaries, interagency cooperation is also vital to ensure ecosystem-based
management that focuses on local bear populations across their entire range.
The Memorandum of Understanding (1994) between BC Parks and the Wildlife Program17
regarding management of shared wildlife populations promotes the signing of local agreements
for dealing with problem wildlife in, and adjacent to, provincial parks [and other protected
areas].

17

This MOU remains in effect and effective despite organizational changes in 2002. The parties responsible are now
Parks and Protected Areas Branch, Biodiversity Branch and Fish and Wildlife recreation and Allocation Branch, all
of Environmental Stewardship Division, MWLAP
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Guidelines outlining agency responsibilities have been completed in five of nine Environmental
Stewardship regions: Peace, Kootenay, Lower Mainland, Okanagan and Thompson18 .
The objectives of the guidelines are to ensure visitor safety and effective conservation
management in provincial parks and protected areas by promoting cooperation between
protected area staff, other regional Environmental Stewardship staff and the local Conservation
Officer Service. Interagency cooperation in bear management is also important for the exchange
of information and advice, and for joint monitoring and research projects. Similar agreements
should also be considered with other neighbouring agencies involved in bear management, such
as Parks Canada.
In 2002, as a result of corporate restructuring, development of a coordinated ministry-wide
strategy for dealing with wildlife-human conflicts was initiated. Common and complimentary
goals, policies and strategies of branches within MWLAP that deal with problem wildlife,
including bears, are to be brought together in one document to ensure effective communication
among groups and best management of problem wildlife within and outside protected areas. This
document may preclude the necessity to draw up additional memoranda regarding agency
responsibilities.
To effectively prevent bears from becoming food-conditioned at garbage dumps, lodges or roadside recreation sites will require a provincial strategy that includes stiffer penalties for violating
waste management regulations, more education and information, and incentives for
municipalities, regional districts and private operators to use bear-proof containers and landfills.
The Bear Smart program led by the Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection has the potential
to achieve this strategy.
9.0

ACTIONS

Staff Training
1. Protected area staff and contractors regularly engaged in bear management, facility
management and visitor services in areas of known or potential bear hazards will receive
orientation in basic bear safety and conflict prevention (one -day presentation).
2. In those regions and protected areas where bear-people conflicts are particularly common,
consideration will be given to hiring seasonal staff whose job will be dedicated to bearpeople conflict prevention and management.
3. All staff involved in responding to bear-people conflicts or carrying a firearm must first be
trained to Parks and Protected Area Branch standards for firearm qualification and undertake
annual re-qualifications. All staff working in areas of known or potential bear hazards must
carry pepper spray and be knowledgeable in its use for personal protection.

18

In the original documents, under the existing corporate structure, the agreements were made between six BC Parks
districts and four BC Environment regions: the Peace Liard District (BCE Peace Liard Sub-Region), Kootenay
District (BCE Kootenay Region), Garibaldi/Sunshine and Lower Mainland districts (BCE Lower Mainland Region)
and Okanagan and Thompson River districts (BCE Southern Interior Region).
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4. All staff involved in immobilization of bears must be certified in the use of Class I drugs and
in firearms handling.
Visitor Management
5. Every visitor to a protected area in British Columbia must have the opportunity to be
informed regarding the presence of bears and how to behave to minimize the chances of
conflict. Visitor information needs to be motivating and strongly worded to accomplish a
desired change in visitor behaviour to reduce, or prevent, bear-people conflicts from
occurring.
6. Backcountry users will be required to pack out all their garbage; burying garbage or dumping
it in backcountry toilets should be actively prevented through signs and enforcement.
7. Commercial operators regulated by a Park Use Permit in areas with known or potential bear
hazards will be required to maintain bear-proof food storage and garbage handling
“facilities”.
8. Bear warnings will be posted, and communicated verbally, to provide visitors with accurate
and current information on area-specific bear hazards to allow for informed decisions about
travel or other activities.
Facility Management
9. Facility planning should ensure no development in areas with high seasonal bear use. This
applies to the location of frontcountry developments, backcountry campsites and the layout
of trail systems.
10. Seasonal closures of trails and campgrounds will be used to accommodate seasonal cycles in
bear habitat use (e.g., salmon or berry feeding). Other options include electric fencing or
vegetation management around campgr ounds to reduce their attractiveness to bears.
11. All outdoor garbage cans and dumpsters in frontcountry areas of known bear hazards will be
designed to be bear-proof. Regular (daily) garbage pick-up is required, particularly where
known bear activity exists.
12. Most frontcountry campers will be expected to provide for some type of secure food storage
(e.g., inside the trunk of vehicles); food storage lockers could be installed where the level of
bear-people incidents indicates they are needed.
13. Designated backcountry campsites should be provided with bear-proof food caches (either
elevated or in secure container). Visitors should be encouraged to use portable plastic food
containers in high hazard areas, or in areas without trees or food lockers.
14. Area clos ures are appropriate in “problem bear” situations to ensure public safety and
resource protection, and must be considered prior to translocating or destroying a bear.
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Bear Management
15. Prevention and people management will be the prevalent solutions for dealing with bearpeople conflicts; however, manipulation of bears may be required. “Problem bears” that have
become habituated, food-conditioned, or show offensive aggression towards people will be
translocated or destroyed. Ascribing “problem” status to a bear will only occur after all other
appropriate management actions have been exhausted.
16. Field guidelines for responding to “problem bear ” situations must consider the species, age
and sex of the bear(s) involved. Most consideration will be given to fe male grizzly bears
accompanied by young and all reasonable attempts will be made to avoid removing these
family groups. “Problem” black bears that have been previously translocated or become
strongly habituated and food-conditioned will normally be destroyed.
17. The use of deterrents or aversive conditioning techniques in protected areas will be closely
monitored and limited to trained staff. Treatment will be applied only to non-aggressive,
healthy bears that are not irreversibly food-conditioned or habitua ted, are marked or
otherwise easily identified, and provided human food attractants are removed from the
original site. The Guidelines for Aversive Conditioning of Bears (BC Parks 2001) must be
followed.
18. All captured bears that are immobilized, whether translocated or not, should be marked with
an ear tag to assist in future identification and monitoring of “problem bears”.
19. If the capture operation involves radiocollaring bears, only functional “break-away” collars
will be used. Young bears, because of the potential for substantial increases in neck size and
subsequent problems with tight collars, will not be equipped with neck collars (ear
transmitters could be an option for young bears).
20. Translocation of bears from protected areas will be limited to no n-aggressive, healthy,
mature bears with no past history of obtaining human food or garbage, and provided suitable
release sites are available (see below). Where applicable, entire family groups will be
translocated and female grizzly bears will be given preference for translocation. All
translocated bears must be marked for future identification (ear tags, paint marking, etc.).
21. Release sites for bears translocated from and/or within protected areas will be determined in
consultation with the Conservation Officer Service and regional Environmental Stewardship
staff. The Regional Managers of Environmental Stewardship and Enforcement must be
advised of all translocations.
22. Unless human safety is in immediate jeopardy, a bear will be destroyed in a protected area
only with prior authorization of the Regional Manager or his/her designate provided the bear
is: offensively aggressive towards people; or food-conditioned and has previously been
relocated; severely injured, in poor physical condition or too young to relocate humanely;
cannot be captured, or a suitable release area for translocation is not available.
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23. Bears that cause injury to humans as a result of natural defensive or protective behaviour
should not be routinely destroyed nor, generally, translocated. If a grizzly bear has seriously
injured a person, attempts must be made to determine the circumstances before a decision to
destroy the bear is made. The investigation to determine if destruction is the appropriate
action must be timely and professional.
24. If a bear has been destroyed following an attack resulting in human injury or death, and there
is no obvious behavioural reason for the attack, the carcass should be forwarded to the
Animal Health Branch Lab, M inistry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries, Abbotsford.
Alternatively, a local veterinarian or the provincial Wildlife Veterinarian (MWLAP) should
be consulted for any necropsy procedures. The coroner and RCMP must be informed of all
deaths.
25. Each region will have its own Bear Emergency Plan(s), specific to a protected area or
geographic area, that clearly outlines initial and follow- up response to any bear emergency
involving human injury or death. The plan must include a local contact list of regional
protected area (and other) staff that are qualified to respond to bear emergencies. Regional
Wildlife Attack Response Teams (Conservation Officer Service) are also available in some
areas to assist protected area staff.
Monitoring
26. Monitoring and enforcement by protected area staff and facility operators is essential to
ensure proper food and garbage handling procedures are followed. Problems cannot be
prevented in the long term unless this becomes the focus of management actions.
27. An effective data recording system to document all bear observations and bear-people
incidents is an essential component of this conflict prevention plan. Data is collected using
existing tools (Bear Observation Cards, Complaint/Occurrence Report, etc.) and an electronic
database is created.
28. Further research to refine bear-people management in provincial protected areas should
evaluate the effectiveness and consequences of using prevention and non- lethal methods to
deal with “problem bears”. This work should be limited to one or two protected areas with
frequent bear-people interactions, have clear and testable objectives, be designed for
statistical validity, be carefully monitored, and include the use of radiocollared bears.
29. Performance criteria should be used in each region to evaluate overall success of the bear
management program. Criteria include summaries of the number of “problem bears”
reported, deterred, translocated or destroyed each year.
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Interagency Co-operation
30. The MOU (1994) between BC Parks and the Wildlife Program on the management of shared
wildlife populations spawned five local agreements outlining agency responsibilities for
dealing with problem wildlife in, and adjacent to, protected areas. A ministry-wide strategy
for reducing and dealing with wildlife-human conflicts is under development following
corporate re-structuring in 2002.
31. Parks and Protected Areas Branch should participate in a ministry initiative to implement the
provincial Wildlife-Human Conflict Reduction Strategy, whereby communities, land
managers, industries and individuals are encouraged to accept their responsibility to reduce
bear-human conflicts through preventative measures such as bear-proof containers, effective
waste management regulations, and public education and information programs.
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APPENDIX 1

Glossary

Aggressive behaviour

Defensive: Defensive aggression is usually provoked and results in
the bear swatting, charging, etc. when approached too closely.
Offensive: Offensive aggression is usually initiated by the bear as
attempted predation, tearing tents without food attractants, etc.

Aversive Conditioning

A technique used to modify an animal’s behaviour, causing it to
cease undesirable activities, through the delivery of unpleasant
stimuli. Application of a learning process in which an animal learns
to avoid an object or area following a painful, unpleasant or
threatening consequence (i.e., negative reinforcement; the goal is to
have the negative reinforcement lead to subsequent avoidance of
the associated food, place or event.

Conditioning

Conditioning is a simple form of learning, involving repeated
exposure to a similar situation that benefits or threatens the wellbeing of the animal.

Food-conditioned Bear

A food-conditioned bear is attracted to human food or garbage
(non- natural foods) as a result of food rewards. A food-conditioned
bear soon learns to associate human presence with food
availability.

Habituation

Habituation is defined as the reduction in the frequency or level of
response following repeated exposure to an inconsequential
(neutral) stimulus. Habituation to people by bears is a learning
process manifested by a lack of, or decline in, fleeing response by
bears to people.

Non-natural Foods

Foods of human origin and not naturally in a bear’s diet.

“Problem Bear”

Any bear judged by its actions to be a threat to human safety or
liable to cause property damage.

Protected Area

Protected areas under jurisdiction of the provincial government and
referred to in this report include Class A, B and C provincial parks,
Ecological Reserves, Recreation Areas and Protected Areas. These
areas are designated under the Parks Act, the Ecological Reserve
Act, the Protected Areas of British Columbia Act or the
Environment and Land Use Act. Other protected areas under
provincial jurisdiction, such as Wildlife Management Areas
designated under the Wildlife Act of British Columbia , conservation
lands, covenants, and Environment and Land Use Committee lands
are not included in the term “protected area” for purposes of this
report.
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APPENDIX 2
Bear-proof garbage and food container designs .
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APPENDIX 3

“Warning: Garbage Kills Bears” sign used in protected areas in British Columbia to discourage
visitors from putting garbage into outhouse toilets.
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APPENDIX 4: Information Pamphlet (double-sided) for Unattended Campsites needing Cleanup of Bear
Attractants
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APPENDIX 5

Bear Observation Cards used to record bear observation data in protected areas in British Columbia.
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APPENDIX 6

“Caution BEAR” sign used in protected areas in British Columbia to alert visitors to a bear in the
area.
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APPENDIX 7

“Area Closed” sign used in protected areas in British Columbia to prohibit visitors from entering an
area where bear danger is high.
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APPENDIX 8

Wildlife Capture Data Forms used in protected areas in British Columbia to document capture
activities and bear data.
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APPENDIX 9

Complaint /Occurrence Reports used in protected areas in British Columbia to document bear
sightings, bear-people interactions and management actions (e.g., area closures, aversive
conditioning, translocation, destruction) involving “problem bears”.
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APPENDIX 10: Animal/Human Attack Report forms required to document details and evidence
of an injurious or fatal bear-people interaction in British Columbia (MELP Enforcement Program
[MWLAP, Planning, Innovation and Enforcement Division, Enforcement Program] revised June
2001).

ANIMAL/HUMAN ATTACK REPORT
The purpose of the Animal/Human Attack Report is to ensure that for every attack or contact by a
predator (i.e. minor to fatal) the assigned officers:
1
collect all necessary attack information and site evidence;
2
describe the offending animal;
3
conduct a debriefing; and
4
compile all necessary information and place it on file.
The format of the report instructs the assigned officer of the sequential steps to be taken and the
information to be documented, collected and processed. The report contains six forms.
FORM 1
FORM 2
FORM 3
FORM 4
FORM 5A
FORM 5B

Attack Summary
Site Inspection
Victim Evidence
Animal Evidence
Transport - Animal Necropsy
Laboratory Report - Animal Necropsy

The team leader is responsible for investigation, evidence collection, and completion and
processing of the forms making up the Animal/Human Attack Report.

NOTE: DOCUMENTATION OF THIS INFORMATION IS CRUCIAL TO MINISTRY
AND POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.
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ANIMAL/HUMAN ATTACK REPORT
Page 1 of 2
FORM 1
ATTACK SUMMARY
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Occurrence Report #:
Compulsory Inspection #:
Lead investigating conservation officer:
Phone:
District:
Address:
Assisting conservation officer:
Phone:
District:
Address:
Assisting conservation officer:
Phone:
District:
Address:
Media contact person:
Police contact name:
Phone:
Detachment:
Address:
Other agency contacts:
Name:
Agency:
Address:
Phone:
Name:
Agency:
Address:
Phone:
Name:
Agency:
Address:
Phone:
Location of attack:
Attack date:
Field investigation date(s):

Region:

Region:

Region:
Phone:

Attack time: (24 hr):
Times:
to
Times:
to
Species: Grizzly bear Black bear Cougar Other:
Management action: No action Relocate Destroy Other:
Date:
Attack summary: (NO INTERPRETATION. FACTS ONLY. INCLUDE DATES AND HISTORY OF
PROBLEM)
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ANIMAL/ HUMAN ATTACK REPORT
Page 2 of 2
FORM 1
ATTACK SUMMARY
1.

Debriefing:
The lead investigating officer, wildlife control officer, senior conservation officer and /or Regional Enforcement
Manager and the regional public affairs co-ordinator met for a debriefing on:
Date:
Place:
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ANIMAL/HUMAN ATTACK REPORT
Page 1 of 3
FORM 2
SITE INSPECTION FORM
(completed by Site Investigation Conservation Officer)
Investigating conservation officer:
Phone:
District:
Region:
Address:
THE FOLLOWING SEQUENTIAL STEPS MUST BE TAKEN:
1. Secure attack site with investigation scene tape. Use caution normally exercised at crime scene investigation.
2. Ensure that only authorized personnel are present.
3. Describe tracks present:
(a) animal:
length (mm):
width (mm):
animal:
length (mm):
Width (mm):
animal:
length (mm):
Width (mm):
(b) human:
length (mm):
Width (mm):
human:
length (mm):
Width (mm):
Human:
length (mm):
Width (mm):
Use the track diagram on the next page to indicate measurements of tracks found at the attack site. Identify the
species and portion of track that was measured (e.g. pad only, pad and toe, pad, toe and claws, etc.).
4. Describe presence and location of animal hair/tis sue/blood/feces:
5. Collect and label animal hair/tissue/blood/feces, in sealed plastic bags.
Label identification nos.:
6. Describe and list attack victim’s equipment, clothing, etc.:
7. Describe and attach photographs of attack scene (develop duplicates):
- no. of photographs:
- scene location:
- animal tracks:
- human tracks:
- articles:
- tissue/blood/feces:
- debris:
- summary:
8. Draw sketch of attack scene and tracks (attached page).
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ANIMAL/HUMAN ATTACK REPORT
Page 2 of 3
FORM 2
SITE INSPECTION FORM

Black Bear Tracks – The prints of the black bear are distinguished by toes that are
splayed in a more rounded arc. Indicate on the diagram the exact measurement of
track found at the site by showing which portion of the track was measured (i.e. pad
only, pad and toe, pad, toe and claws).

Grizzly Bear Tracks - The prints of the grizzly bear are distinguished by an oval
pad with closely spaced toes in a relatively straight toe arc. Claw marks over twice
as long as the toe pads are usually evident. In general, but not always, grizzly bear
tracks are larger than black bear. Indicate on the diagram the exact measurement of
track found at the site by showing which portion of the track was measured (i.e. pad
only, pad and toe, pad, toe and claws).

Cougar Track - The prints of cougar rarely
show evidence of the claw. The front feet are
larger than the rear and generally the toes
spread wider with speed. A distinctive feature
of this creature in snowy areas is tail marks on
the snow. Indicate on the diagram the exact
measurement of track found at the site by
showing which portion of the track was
measured (i.e. pad only, pad and toe, pad, toe
and claws).
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ANIMAL/HUMAN ATTACK REPORT
Page 3 of 3
FORM 2
SITE INSPECTION FORM

Sketch of Attack Scene
Include path of animal(s), location/movement of people, key features, compass reading and distances.
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ANIMAL/HUMAN ATTACK REPORT
Page 1 of 3
FORM 3
VICTIM EVIDENCE
(attach information if required)

Investigating conservation officer:
Phone:
Address:
1.
No. of humans involved:

District:

Region:
No. of humans injured:

2. (a) Victim’s name:
Address:
Phone:
(b) Victim’s name:
Address:
Phone:
(c) Victim’s name:
Address:
Phone:

Age:

Age:

Age:

3. (a) Witness’ name:
Address:
Phone:
(b) Witness’ name:
Address:
Phone:
(c) Witness’ name:
Address:
Phone:
4.

Age:

Age:

Age:

Summarize victim 2(a)’s activity before the attack (attach statement):
Summarize victim 2(b)’s activity before the attack (attach statement):
Summarize victim 2(c)’s activity before the attack (attach statement):
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ANIMAL/HUMAN ATTACK REPORT
Page 2 of 3
FORM 3
VICTIM EVIDENCE
5.

Summarize victim 2(a)’s account of attack (attach statement):
Summarize victim 2(b)’s account of attack (attach statement):
Summarize victim 2(c)’s account of attack (attach statement):

6.

Summarize witness 3(a)’s account of attack (attach statement):
Summarize witness 3(b)’s account of attack (attach statement):
Summarize witness 3(c)’s account of attack (attach statement):

7.

Collect the following injury information from the attending physician(s):
Claw injury: Yes
No
Teeth injury: Yes
Wound measurement and locations - victim (a):
Wound measurement and locations - victim (b):
Wound measurement and locations - victim (c):
Number of wound pictures attached - victim (a):
Number of wound pictures attached - victim (b):
Number of wound pictures attached - victim (c):
Physician’s name(s):
Address(es):
Phone number(s):
Collect and preserve victim tissue sample. Label Identification Nos.:
Collect samples from under victim’s fingernails. Label Identification Nos.:
Collect saliva sample from victim’s bite marks. Label Identification Nos.:

8.

Comments:
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No

ANIMAL/HUMAN ATTACK REPORT
Page 3 of 3
FORM 3
VICTIM EVIDENCE
9.

Name of lab analysing tissue, fingernail, saliva, etc. samples:
Purpose of analysis:
Lab analyst’s name:
Address:
Phone:
Purpose of analysis:
Lab analyst’s name:
Address:
Phone:
Purpose of analysis:
Lab analyst’s name:
Address:
Phone:

10. (a) Next of kin of Victim 2 (a):
Address:
Phone:
Date contacted:
(b) Next of kin of Victim 2 (b):
Address:
Phone:
Date contacted:
(c) Next of kin of Victim 2 (c):
Address:
Phone:
Date contacted:
11.

Relationship:
Contacted by:

Relationship:
Contacted by:

Relationship:
Contacted by:

Where possible, attach a copy of any additional/further report (such as Coroner’s Autopsy report) or
treatment information/documentation (such as the report of the attending physician or emergency medical
treatment). Identify the attached documentation here:
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ANIMAL/HUMAN ATTACK REPORT
Page 1 of 3
FORM 4
ANIMAL EVIDENCE
To preserve evidence, immediately place plastic bags on head and paws, before moving animal from kill site. (Avoid
shooting offending animal in head or abdomen to preserve samples for lab analysis. Shoot in neck or throat.)
Investigating conservation officer:
Phone:
District:
Address:
1. Offending species:
Sex:
Estimated age:
2. Offending animal behaviour before, during and after attack:
3. Was offending animal behaviour consistent with:
- offensive/predatory reaction:
Yes
No
- defensive reaction:
Yes
No
- other, describe:
4. Did offending animal have complaint history? Yes
Xfile reference no.:

Region:
Presence of young?

No
Comments:

5. Describe other animals directly involved:
6. Location of dead animal:
7. Animal photos: Body:
Head:
Paws:
Teeth:
8. Animal description (metric measurements):
Body length:
Tail length:
Girth:
Weight:
9. Teeth (refer to attached diagram) - cover head with plastic bag
- Ensure lab collects material attached to teeth.
- Ensure lab collects victim’s DNA sample from gum line, along teeth.
- Upper inter canine distance:
tip-to-tip
mm.; maximum
- Lower inter canine distance:
tip-to-tip
mm.; maximum
- Upper inter-3rd incisor distance:
tip-to-tip
mm.; maximum
- Lower inter-3rd incisor distance:
tip-to-tip
mm.; maximum
- Teeth condition: sharp:
worn:
broken:
missing:
10. Paws - cover paws with plastic bags
- Collect material attached to paws. Identification tag no.:
- Claw condition: sharp:
worn:
broken:
missing:
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mm
mm
mm
mm

ANIMAL/HUMAN ATTACK REPORT
Page 2 of 3
FORM 4
ANIMAL EVIDENCE
11.

Paw description - cover paws with plastic bags
left front paw, width measurement:
right front paw, width measurement:
left back paw, width measurement:
right back paw, width measurement:
describe abnormalities:

mm
mm
mm
mm

12.

Hair samples. Identification tag no.:

13

Carcass. Place plastic bags over head and paws and place carcass in plastic bag at kill site and in
storage.
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ANIMAL/HUMAN ATTACK REPORT
Page 3 of 3
FORM 4
ANIMAL EVIDENCE
INTERCANINE DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS:
There are two measurements involved with the
intercanine distance. This includes the tip-to-tip
distance (distance from the tip of the upper right
canine to the tip of the upper left canine). The second
measurement is the maximum distance (measured
from the point of greatest convexity on the lateral or
outward surface of the right upper canine to the
corresponding point on the outward surface of the
upper left canine). The same measurements are made
for the lower canine teeth.

Note: In the case of worn canines, measure from the
centre of the tip.
INTER-3RD INCISOR DISTANCE MEASUREMENT:
Two measurements are made for the inter-incisor
distance: tip-to-tip distance (measured from the tip of
the upper right 3rd incisor to the tip of the upper left
3rd incisor) and the maximum inter-inc isor distance
(measured from the lateral or most outward edge of
the upper right 3rd incisor to the lateral edge of the
upper left 3rd incisor). The same measurements are
made for the lower 3rd incisors.
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ANIMAL/HUMAN ATTACK REPORT
Page 1 of 1
FORM 5A
TRANSPORT – ANIMAL NECROPSY
Form 5A is to be completed by Investigating Conservation Officer and is attached to a blank Form 5B. Forms 5A and
5B accompany the animal/body parts to the lab.
NOTE: DIFFERENT LABS MAY BE USED FOR DIFFERENT ANALYSES.
Investigating conservation officer:
Phone:
Address:

District:

Police contact name:
Phone:
Detachment:

Address:

Region:

TRANSPORT ANIMAL WITH THE HEAD, PAWS AND BODY IN PLASTIC BAGS.
Species:
Date of capture:
Physical condition:
Wounds:
Injuries:
List samples and identification label numbers of body parts sent to lab:
Description
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

ID Label No.

Analysis instruction to lab as to parts and specimens to preserve and analysis to be conducted (e.g., identify stomach
contents, collect tissue samples from teeth and claws, etc.). NOTE: ADDITIONAL TESTS COULD BE REQUIRED
BY SEVERAL LABS.
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ANIMAL/HUMAN ATTACK REPORT
Page 1 of 3
FORM 5B
LABORATORY REPORT
ANIMAL NECROPSY
Laboratory name:
Address:
Phone number:
Date animal received:
File number:
Necropsy date:

EXTERNAL EXAM
Physical condition:
Wounds:

Plastic bags covering feet?
Yes
Plastic bags covering head?
Yes
Plastic bags covering carcass?
Yes
Collected material attached?
Yes
Claw condition: sharp:
worn:
Collected material attached? Yes
No
Hair:
Collected material attached? Yes
No
Carcass weight (metric):
Nose to base of tail length (metric):
Photograph (on reverse side, not file # and date): Yes

No
No
No
No
broken:

missing:

Sex:
No
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ANIMAL/HUMAN ATTACK REPORT
Page 2 of 3
FORM 5B
LABORATORY REPORT
ANIMAL NECROPSY
INTERNAL EXAM
Date:
Brain submitted for rabies analysis?

Yes

No

Circle “N” for normal or “A” for abnormal, then explain in “Findings”.
Skin
Musculoskeletal system, skeletal muscles, bones
Oral cavity
Respiratory system - air passages, lungs
Circulatory system - heart, major vessels
Digestive tract - esophagus, stomach, intestines
Liver
Urogenital system - kidneys, bladder, gonads
Spleen
Lymph nodes
Adrenal gland and other glands
Nervous system
Other
Visible abnormalities:

If female, was she lactating?
Pregnant?
Additional Analysis:

Collect animal hair for DNA analysis?
Collect saliva for DNA analysis?
Tissue collected:

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes
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No
No

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

ANIMAL/HUMAN ATTACK REPORT
Page 3 of 3
FORM 5B
LABORATORY REPORT
ANIMAL NECROPSY
Collect animal hair for DNA analysis?
reports):

Yes

No

Findings:

Necropsy summary:

Veterinary Pathologist:
Name:
Signature:
Witness(es):

Date:
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Results (attach additional

